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Inflation, which is the major problem in both economic development and people’s
livelihood, has always attracted much attention from public and the academics. In
recent years, the high-speed of economic development has brought a high price
level. At the same time, oil dependency on foreign oil has risen to 56.4% in 2012
and the gap between crude oil demand and supply will continue to widen, the oil
price will frequently subject to the fluctuation of international oil price. The refined
oil price adjust, which increases the difficulty for the inflation management in our
country.
In this context, this paper will decompose the inflationary response of oil price
shock into two types: the demand-side and supply-side. By using the factor
augmented vector autoregressive (FAVAR) model, we do the impulse response
function to analyze the dynamic effect of the two aspects.
This paper consists of 5 chapters. Chapter 1 proposes the framework of our topic
selection and research, including the background of the topic, the theory the topic
based on, research methods and innovation and shortcoming of the paper.
Chapter 2 reviews the foreign and domestic literature on the relationship between
the oil price and inflation, summarizes and comments on the research status. In
order to facilitate the selection of variables in the demand and supply side and
achieve the decomposition of inflationary effect of oil price shock in the empirical
part, Chapter 3 details the effect of oil prices on the economy in the demand and
supply side. Also we compare the relative research method to quantify the effect
of oil prices on the economy and select the FAVAR model for our purpose. The
results demonstrate that the inflationary response of supply-side is positive while
demand-side negative, and the response of demand-side is larger than supply-
side. The demand-side responses to the oil price shock faster than supply-side













The paper introduces the oil prices and oil input into the traditional inflation
research and research the relationship between energy prices and inflation. We
do the following innovations:
Firstly, this paper the applies factor augmented vector autoregressive (FAVAR)
model to quantify and decompose the inflationary effect of import oil prices, which
can include more relative economic variables compared with the vector
autoregressive (VAR) model.
Secondly, but more important, we decompose the inflationary effect of import oil
prices shock into two sides: the supply and the demand side. Also we estimate
the responses of supply and demand side and the time the influence lasts. This
will help us to understand the dynamic of transfer channel and propose
constructive suggestion for our inflation management.
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